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Estimates of weak and electromagnetic nuclear decay signatures for neutrino reactions
in Super-Kamiokande
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We estimate possible delayedb decay signatures of the neutrino induced reactions on16O in a two-step
model: the primary neutrino (n,l ) process, wherel is the lepton in the final state, is described within the
random phase approximation, while the subsequent decay of the excited nuclear state in the final channel is
treated within the statistical model. We calculate partial reaction cross sections leading tob unstable nuclei. We
consider neutrino energies up to 500 MeV, relevant for atmospheric neutrino detection in Super-Kamiokande,
and supernova neutrino spectra.
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The observation of neutrino-induced events by the Sup
Kamiokande~SK! Collaboration has contributed decisive
to the understanding of several fundamental physics q
tions: e.g., the atmospheric neutrino puzzle, related to n
trino oscillations@1#, the confirmation of the deficit of sola
neutrinos compared to expectations from solar models@2#,
and the first detection of supernova neutrinos by its sma
predecessor@3# which has supported the basic understand
of core collapse supernovae. The main neutrino detec
scheme in SK aren-electron elastic scattering,n absorption
on free nucleons, andn quasielastic charged-current scatte
ing on 16O.

However, other neutrino induced reactions are of inter
as well. For example, in Ref.@4# it has been shown thatg
rays produced by inelasticn scattering off16O, followed by
nucleon emission through particle-bound excited states
15O and 15N, can be used as signal for supernovanm andnt

neutrinos and antineutrinos in SK. Clearly, many of the p
mary neutral- and charged-currentn-induced reactions in SK
occur on 16O. Atmospheric neutrinos have high enough e
ergies so that the final nucleus in the primary reaction will
in an excited state which will then decay by a cascade
particle andg emissions. Nussinov and Shrock@5# stressed
that these cascades can result in the production ofb-unstable
nuclei. If theQb values of these nuclei are above the obs
vational threshold energy in SK (;5 MeV), these decays
might be detectable, and since they are usually dela
might offer an additional characteristic signature of t
neutrino-induced reactions. As possible candidates16N
(T1/257.13 s,Qb510.4 MeV!, 15C (T1/252.4 s, Qb59.8
MeV!, 12B (T1/2520.2 ms,Qb513.4 MeV!, and 12N (T1/2
511 ms,QEC517.3 MeV! have been identified. Nussino
and Shrock have estimated the expected event rates for
tions in SK induced by atmospheric neutrinos leading to s
nuclei on the basis of continuum random phase approxi
tion ~CRPA! calculations performed for Liquid Scintillation
0556-2821/2002/66~1!/013007~5!/$20.00 66 0130
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Neutrino Detector~LSND! neutrino beams and a12C target
@6#. Reference@5# called for improved calculations of th
nuclear physics pathways to the various unstable nuclei.
have performed such calculations, adopting the same
proach as already used in Ref.@4#.

Reference@5# also mentions that the same signature co
serve as an additional signal for supernova neutrino detec
in Super-Kamiokande. We have therefore also calculated
relevant partial reaction cross sections for neutrino ener
expected in the core collapse supernova bursts. Typic
supernova models predict a neutrino energy hierar
in which the average neutrino energies follow theĒne

,Ēn̄e

,Ēnx
pattern, wherenx is a shorthand fornm , nt and their

antiparticles which are expected to have identical spec
This hierarchy, however, could be modified by neutrino o
cillations. Without oscillations, due to the rather high partic
threshold in 16O, only supernovanx will react appreciably
with 16O in the water Cˇ erenkov detectors by the neutral cu
rent interactions. However, ifne↔nm and/or n̄e↔ n̄m oscil-
lations occur, thene and n̄e neutrinos can induce charged
current reactions due to their increased energy. We h
studied this possibility as well.

To calculate the various partial neutrino-induced react
cross sections for neutrino-induced reactions on16O we as-
sume a two-step process. In the first step we calculate
charged current~CC! 16O(n l ,l 2)16F* and 16O(n̄ l ,l 1)16N*
cross sections~where l 5e or m), and the neutral curren
~NC! cross section16O(n,n8)16O* , as a function of excita-
tion energy in the final nucleus. These calculations have b
performed within the CRPA using the finite range for
based on the Bonn potential@7# and considering all multipole
operators withJ<9 and both parities. The CRPA model
described in Ref.@8#. In the second step we calculate fo
each final state with well-defined energy the branching ra
into the various decay channels using the statistical mo
code SMOKER @9#. As possible final states in the residu
nucleus theSMOKER code considers the experimental
©2002 The American Physical Society07-1
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known levels supplemented at higher energies by an ap
priate level density formula@9#. As decay channels proton
neutron,a and g emission are included in the code. If th
decay leads to an excited level of the residual nucleus,
calculate the branching ratios for the decay of this state in
analogous fashion@4#. Using the appropriate branching ratio
and the corresponding primary charged- or neutral-cur
cross sections, we determine the various partial part
emission cross sections.

We note that our model has been previously used to
culate various neutrino-induced reaction cross sections
muon capture rates. For the present application it is imp
tant that the model describes both the total muon capture
on 16O as well as the partial captures to particle-bound sta
in 16N quite well @10,11#.1

Figure 1 shows the partial (n̄e ,e1) and (ne ,e2) cross
sections leading to theb-unstable16N, 15C, and12B and 16F
~which promptly decays top115O), 15O, and 12N ground
states in the final channel; these cross sections reflect the
over all cross sections with particle-bound states of th
nuclei as these excited states will fast decay to the gro
state byg emission. Our calculations have been perform
up to neutrino energiesEn5500 MeV. At higher energies
the total cross sections can be obtained from a relativi
Fermi gas model@12#, including, however, additional chan
nels such as pion production.

The results allow us to draw some interesting conclusio
While the total cross sections increase with neutrino en
gies, most of this increase goes into new channels wh
open up with increasing neutrino energy and the partial cr
sections leading to definite states have the tendency to s
rate. Thus our partial cross sections to these states, obta

1The partial rates listed in Table II of Ref.@10# contain a typo-
graphical error. They should be multiplied by a factor 1000.

FIG. 1. Total and partial cross sections to selectedb-unstable

nuclear ground states for (ne ,e2) ~upper!, (n̄e ,e1) ~middle!, and
(n,n8) ~lower part! reactions on16O as function of neutrino energy
As explained in the text, the symbols15O* and 15N* in the lower
panel denote the partial cross sections leading through part
bound excited states in these nuclei.
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for, say,En5500 MeV, can be used to derive upper limi
for the corresponding branching ratios expected for atm
spheric neutrinos which, on average, have even larger e
gies.

The 16O(n̄e ,e1) reaction leading to particle-bound stat
in 16N deserves special attention. In addition to the16N
ground state~with Jp522) there are 02, 32, and 12 states
below the neutron threshold which will decay byg emission
to the b unstable 16N ground state. In muon capture th
particle-bound states contribute about 10% of the total r
with the ground state dominating, in close agreement
tween data@13# and calculation@10#. The situation is similar
in the (n̄e ,e1) reaction. For En̄5100 MeV, which re-
sembles the energy transfer encountered in muon capture
find that about 10% of the total cross section leads
particle-bound states in16N, and hence are followed by ab
decay of the16N ground state. For smaller~higher! neutrino
energies, the relative weight of the particle-bound states
phase space increases~decreases!. This is also clearly born
out in our calculation. ForEn̄550 MeV nearly 20% of the
total cross section ends finally byb decay of16N. At higher
neutrino energies, relevant for atmospheric neutrinos,
percentage drops to about 1.6% for 500 MeV neutrinos
will be even smaller for more energetic neutrinos. As d
cussed above, reaction cross section to specific states
the tendency to saturate with increasing neutrino energy.
the partial 16O(n̄e ,e1)16N cross section our calculatio
yields ;(1.421.8)310240 cm2 for En̄53002500 MeV
~see Fig. 1!.

The total 16O(ne ,e2) and 16O(n̄e ,e1) cross sections for
neutrino energies up to 200 MeV have been calculated
Haxton @14# using the nuclear shell model. As noted by t
author, the considered allowed and first forbidden respo
~and model space! is probably sufficient to reliably describ
the inclusive neutrino reactions forEn<100 MeV, while at
higher neutrino energies additional nuclear modes~and a
larger model space! are required. This is confirmed by ou
calculations. ForEn<100 MeV our results agree quite we
with those calculated by Haxton@14#, while for En

5200 MeV our cross sections are larger than those in R
@14# by more than a factor of 2. Haxton also studied t
16O(n̄e ,e1) reaction leading to the particle-bound states
16N. It is important to note that this calculation is indepe
dent of his restriction in nuclear response and model sp
Indeed, Haxton finds an energy dependence of the pa
cross section which is rather close to ours, also showing
saturation with increasing energyEn . Our calculation of the
absolute16O(n̄e ,e1)16N cross section, which has been cro
checked against the relevant partial muon capture rates, g
somewhat larger result~by about a factor of 2! than those in
Ref. @14#.

Nussinov and Shrock@5# assumed that of order 10% o
the n̄e induced reactions from the atmospheric neutrino fl
will be followed by ab decay of16N and hence might be a
viable additional signal for these reactions in the Sup
Kamiokande detector. While our calculation confirms t
general idea of these authors, it indicates that the rela

le-
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weight of this decay channel is noticeably smaller. Our R
study suggests that less than about 1.5% of the react
induced by antineutrinos withEn̄.500 MeV will lead to the
production of 16N in the final channel. If we adopt this pe
centage, the estimate of events of this type, as given in
@5#, reduces to about 15 or less in the current sample
atmospheric neutrino data in Super-Kamiokande.~This esti-
mate does not include the possible production of16N on
other 16O nuclei induced by the cascade of nucleons a
pions ejected in the primary reaction. Such secondary p
duction was not considered in Ref.@5# either.!

Reactions leading to the15C ground state are slightly les
likely ( ,0.4% forEn̄5500 MeV). Another interesting fina

state is 12B, produced by (n̄e ,e1a). The respective partia
cross section is about 1.5% of the total forEn̄5500 MeV.
This is much higher than for thene-induced reaction, where
thea decay channel to the12N ground state contributes onl
about 0.1% to the total cross section forEn5500 MeV due
to the larger Coulomb barrier. Our partial cross sections le
ing to 12B and 12N are more than an order smaller than t
estimates used in Ref.@5#, although some of the discrepanc
is removed if one normalizes the branching ratios to sim
energies. Our partial cross sections scale the expected n
ber of events for the current SK data to the order,O(10). In
the ne-induced reactions most of thea decays go to excited
states of12N which then dominantly decay by proton emi
sion leading to 11C. Unfortunately theQb value of this
nucleus~1.9 MeV! is below the observational limit of SK
The same is true for the reactions leading to15O, which
contributes about 2.6% of the total (ne ,e2) cross section for
En5500 MeV.

Our neutral-current cross sections are, as customary,
sented as averages of neutrino and antineutrino cross sec
~see Fig. 1!. The sum of the (n,n8p) and (n,n8n) cross
sections through the particle-bound excited states in15N and
15O ~the supernova neutrino signal from Ref.@4# and denoted
by 15N* and 15O* in Fig. 1! increases from 6.7310242 cm2

for En550 MeV to 481310242 cm2 for En5500 MeV. Nev-
ertheless the relative weight of these channels decreases
increasing neutrino energy. While it contributes more th
30% for En550 MeV, its fraction has decreased to 3.5
for En5500 MeV. We note that, even atEn5500 MeV, a
large portion of the cross section leads to the production
15O ~more than5%), whose decay is unfortunately not d
tectable by SK due to its lowQb value.

We have repeated all calculations fornm andn̄m neutrinos.
We find slightly smaller~by about 5%) total cross section
for m neutrinos than for electron neutrinos, while the relat
branchings are nearly unchanged at atmospheric neutrino
ergies, i.e.,En.300 MeV.

It has been suggested that some of the late-time elect
or positrons observed in the Kamiokande from supern
1987A have arisen from beta decays of nuclei produced
neutrinos that arrived earlier during the interval of superno
neutrino data@15#. Motivated by this intriguing possibility
we have calculated partial cross sections for supernova
duced reactions on16O leading tob-unstable nuclei.
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While most supernova models@16–19# agree that the

above mentioned neutrino energy hierarchy,Ēne
,Ēn̄e

,Ēnx

is expected, there is a considerable uncertainty in the ac
values of these average energies. In many applications
assumed that the supernova neutrino spectra can be r
sented by Fermi-Dirac~FD! distributions with temperatureT
and degeneracy parametera. But again, various models pre
dict different values for these parameters. Since our purp
here is to aid future observations by calculating cross s
tions, we present our results in Table I for a few releva
channels as a function of the incoming neutrino energy. O
there is a consensus on the expected neutrino flux en
profile, it will be easy to perform the corresponding foldin

Similarly, while there is a consensus that the observat
of atmospheric and solar neutrinos~see, in particular, Ref.
@20#! can be explained only by neutrino oscillations, the a
tual values of oscillation parameters remain uncertain. T
signal of supernova SN1987A@3,21# has been analyzed b
many people as a source of information on oscillations@22–
24#. The conclusions are, however, contradictory, due
doubt to the low statistical significance of the SN1987A s
nal. It is thus important to explore all means to enhance
quantify the neutrino signal of the future galactic superno
The possibility of signals with delayedb emission is ex-
plored here.

In Table I we show the calculated total cross sections
the CCne and n̄e induced reactions and for the NCnx in-
duced reaction, as well as the partial cross sections leadin
the b unstable and potentially observable nuclei16N, 12B,
and 12N. As has already been shown by Haxton@14#, the
thresholds in16O are too high for supernovane and n̄e neu-
trinos with average energies of about 12 and 15 MeV, resp
tively, to significantly induce charged-current reaction
However, the average energies ofnx neutrinos is expected to
be large enough (Ēnx

;25 MeV! to excite states in16O above
particle thresholds which then decay by particle emission.
can be seen in Table II, which summarizes the total a
various partial neutral-current reaction cross sections for
Fermi-Dirac distribution withT58 MeV taken as a repre
sentative case for the expected spectrum of thenx neutrinos,
most of these decays~about 85%! are by single neutron and
proton emissions which dominantly lead directly to t
ground states of15N and 15O. However, in an importan
second branch the particle emission is to particle-bou
states in15N and 15O; the subsequentg decays should be
observable in Super-Kamiokande and can serve as a s
for supernovanx neutrinos@4#. Other, less important deca
branches lead to11C or 14C. But similar to 15O, none of
these beta unstable nuclei offers an observable delayed s
for the SK detector. Note that the NC reactions are not
fected by neutrino oscillations among ‘‘active,’’ i.e., nonste
ile neutrinos.

While our main results are shown in Table I, Table
shows the total and partialne-induced charged-current reac
tion cross sections, calculated for low (T54 MeV) and
high (T58 MeV) temperatures, to stress the steep dep
dence of yield on temperature~or average energy!. The par-
7-3
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TABLE I. Total and partial cross sections for the indicated reactions as function of the incoming ne
energy. The cross sections are given in units of 10242 cm2, exponents are given in parentheses, neutr
energy is in MeV. Star means that the partial cross sections for all particle bound states are added t

En
16O(ne ,e2)X 16O(n̄e ,e1)X

16O(n,n8)X 16O(n̄e ,e1)16N 16O(n̄e ,e1a)12B*
16O(ne ,e2a)12N*

15.0 1.56~26! 2.53~22! 5.10~24! 2.53~22! 0.00~10! 0.00~10!
17.5 8.42~24! 7.27~22! 3.92~23! 7.13~22! 0.00~10! 0.00~10!
20.0 7.26~23! 1.81~21! 1.60~22! 1.58~21! 0.00~10! 0.00~10!
22.5 3.99~22! 4.21~21! 6.04~22! 3.00~21! 1.10~28! 0.00~10!
25.0 1.77~21! 8.90~21! 1.75~21! 5.16~21! 2.31~24! 0.00~10!
27.5 5.23~21! 1.69~10! 4.13~21! 8.24~21! 2.32~23! 4.28~25!
30.0 1.25~10! 2.94~10! 8.43~21! 1.24~10! 8.66~23! 1.68~23!
32.5 2.58~10! 4.76~10! 1.54~10! 1.78~10! 2.20~22! 8.12~23!
35.0 4.76~10! 7.26~10! 2.59~10! 2.46~10! 4.55~22! 2.22~22!
37.5 8.05~10! 1.06~11! 4.07~10! 3.29~10! 8.33~22! 4.67~22!
40.0 1.28~11! 1.48~11! 6.09~10! 4.28~10! 1.40~21! 8.49~22!
45.0 2.76~11! 2.64~11! 1.21~11! 6.71~10! 3.32~21! 2.16~21!
50.0 5.21~11! 4.29~11! 2.14~11! 9.77~10! 6.73~21! 4.48~21!
55.0 8.89~11! 6.46~11! 3.46~11! 1.34~11! 1.22~10! 8.14~21!
60.0 1.41~12! 9.17~11! 5.24~11! 1.75~11! 2.01~10! 1.36~10!
65.0 2.12~12! 1.25~12! 7.53~11! 2.20~11! 3.10~10! 2.12~10!
70.0 3.02~12! 1.63~12! 1.04~12! 2.68~11! 4.52~10! 3.15~10!
80.0 5.52~12! 2.57~12! 1.78~12! 3.79~11! 8.36~10! 6.07~10!
90.0 8.92~12! 3.77~12! 2.76~12! 4.92~11! 1.35~11! 1.02~11!
100.0 1.32~13! 5.18~12! 3.99~12! 6.00~11! 2.01~11! 1.49~11!
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tial cross section16O(ne ,e2pg)15O* , i.e., the supernova
signal of Ref.@4#, is rather large. Thus, for largeĒne

both
charged-current and neutral-current reactions will lead
such a decay mode. These two events can, however, be
tinguished in the SK detector as the charged-current ev
will be accompanied by the production of an electron in
final state, which can be detected, while in the neut
current reaction there is no electron. An interesting furt
decay branch is given by the16O(ne ,e2a)12N reaction~see

TABLE II. Partial cross sections for neutral-current neutrin
induced reactions on16O. A Fermi-Dirac distribution withT
58 MeV and zero chemical potential is assumed. The cross
tion, in units of 10242 cm2, is the average for neutrino and an
tineutrino reactions, and the exponents are given in parenthe
The asterisks indicate that the cross sections have been sum
over all particle-bound states.

Neutrino reaction s,T58 MeV

total 5.19~10!
16O(n,n8g)16O* 3.19 ~23!
16O(n,n8n)15O(g.s.) 9.73~21!
16O(n,n8p)15N(g.s.) 1.85~10!
16O(n,n8ng)15O* 3.48 ~21!
16O(n,n8nn)14O* 6.11 ~23!
16O(n,n8np)14N* 4.40 ~21!
16O(n,n8pg)15N* 1.29 ~10!
16O(n,n8pp)14C* 8.35 ~22!
16O(n,n8pa)11B* 9.15 ~22!
16O(n,n8na)11C* 3.88 ~22!
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also Table I! which contributes about 1% to the tota
charged-current reaction cross section. Thus, one exp
O(10)12N events in the SK detector for a supernova in t
galactic center at 10 kpc and ifT58 MeV for ne indeed
occurs.

Finally, in Table IV we show the cross sections for th
n̄e-induced charged-current reaction on16O, again for two
temperaturesT55 MeV andT58 MeV to show the steep
temperature dependence. For the antineutrino energies
volved, the reactions often lead to excited states in16N
which then dominantly decay by neutron emission. We fi
that about 50% of the reactions produce the stable gro
state of 15N as the final nuclear state. In addition, as not
above, a sizable fraction of the (n̄e ,e1) reactions at low
neutrino energies lead to particle-bound states in16N, fol-

c-

es.
ed

TABLE III. Partial cross sections for charged-current neutrin
induced reactions on16O. Fermi-Dirac distributions withT
54 MeV andT58 MeV and zero chemical potential have be
assumed. The cross sections are given in units of 10242 cm2, ex-
ponents are given in parentheses.

Neutrino reaction s,T54 MeV s,T58 MeV

total 1.91~21! 1.37 ~11!
16O(ne ,e2p)15O(g.s.) 1.21~21! 6.37 ~10!
16O(ne ,e2pg)15O* 4.07 ~22! 3.19 ~10!
16O(ne ,e2np)14O* 3.92 ~24! 1.76 ~21!
16O(ne ,e2pp)14N* 2.61 ~22! 3.26 ~10!
16O(ne ,e2a)12N* 1.16 ~23! 1.31 ~21!
16O(ne ,e2pa)11C* 2.17 ~23! 5.66 ~21!
16O(ne ,e2na)11N(p)10C* 1.11 ~26! 3.28 ~23!
7-4
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lowed then by theb decay of the16N ground state. For the
antineutrino supernova spectrum withT55 MeV we calcu-
late a partial cross section of 3.5310243 cm2. This amounts
to about 5% of the reaction cross section expected from
neutral-current signal proposed in Ref.@4#, considering that
there are four supernovanx species which can induce th
signal. In Refs.@4,25# it has been estimated that the neutr
current signal corresponds to about 700 events in SK fo
supernova at 10 kpc, e.g., in our galactic center. Using
estimate, we expect about 40 supernovan̄e-induced events in
SK leading to the16N ground state and which can be ide
tified by the delayedb decay. Note, however, that this eve
rate corresponds to less than 1% of the total supernova
trino rate in SK, with positrons being produced by then̄e

TABLE IV. Partial cross sections for charged-curre
antineutrino-induced reactions on16O. Fermi-Dirac distributions
with T55 MeV andT58 MeV and zero chemical potential hav
been assumed. The cross sections are given in units of 10242 cm2,
exponents are given in parentheses.

Neutrino reaction s,T55 MeV s,T58 MeV

total 1.05~10! 9.63 ~10!
16O(n̄e ,e1)16N(g.s.) 3.47 ~21! 2.15 ~10!

16O(n̄e ,e1n)15N(g.s.) 5.24 ~21! 4.81 ~10!

16O(n̄e ,e1ng)15N* 1.47 ~21! 1.90 ~10!

16O(n̄e ,e1np)14C* 4.56 ~23! 1.38 ~21!

16O(n̄e ,e1nn)14N* 5.50 ~23! 1.81 ~21!

16O(n̄e ,e1a)12B* 1.07 ~22! 1.91 ~21!

16O(n̄e ,e1na)11B* 6.20 ~23! 2.16 ~21!
ys
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1p→e11n reaction giving the dominating signal. Thus, it
unlikely that b decays from 16N, generated by
16O(n̄e ,e1)16N in the supernova 1987A, were observed
the Kamiokande detector. The partial16O(n̄e ,e1)16N reac-
tion cross section increases by more than a factor of 6, if
n̄e temperature is increased from 5 to 8 MeV. The obser
tion of the 16N b decay would then constitute a sizable a
clean signal for SK.

Another interesting reaction, leading to an observableb
decay in SK, is16O(n̄e ,e1a)12B ~see Table I!. One would
expectO(10)12B decays in the SK detector for a superno
in the galactic center at 10 kpc and ifT58 MeV n̄e tempera-
ture occurs.

In conclusion, our calculation of then-induced reactions
on 16O confirms that, as has been suggested by Nussinov
Shrock@5#, many of these reactions lead tob-unstable nuclei
in the final channel. Of particular interest here are nuc
such as 16N, 12B, and 12N as their Qb values are large
enough for the subsequent decay to be observable in
Super-Kamiokande detector. We have calculated various
action paths leading to these nuclei. For typical atmosph
neutrino energies our evaluation of the corresponding cr
sections suggests, unfortunately, that the production of th
nuclei in Super-Kamiokande is considerably less likely th
Ref. @5# estimated. For supernova neutrinos, however,
16O(n̄e ,e1)16N reaction can produce an observable, ad
tional signal in Super-Kamiokande for supernovae fro
within our galaxy.
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